
              
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the 13th October, 2016 , Luis Palau Associate Evangelists Reid Saunders and Richard Hamlet once more teamed up 

with the European Office Mission Planning team, landing in Chisinau, Capital City of the Republic of Moldova with  director 

Brett Butcher , and Richard’s charming wife Ginger, to embark upon an outreach to Moldova’s two largest cities, and to 

visit as well, the large Southern Ukranian City of Cernauti  to share the glorious Gospel message to thousands of different 

people via the blessed model of the Affinity Events package. 

 

Fifty -four events in total were done which together with the efforts of other LPA Associate Evangelists working elsewhere 

in the country as part of the 2016 National Mission to Moldova, totalled seventy-seven wonderful opportunities to share 

the good news.  Directing the activities locally were John Grant, European Director of Missions, Florentin Clipa, facilitator 

from Northern Romania and Ruslan Stanga, organiser par excellence, who lives in Chisinau, serving God as well with 

Youth-for-Christ, generously giving so much of his time and resources to bring to fruition the enormous amount of pre 

Mission liaison, vision sharing and sheer hard work spent with the local church leaders in Chisinau the capital, in Balti, 

the second largest Moldovan city, as well as setting 

up events in the country districts to 

reach small towns and villages 

there. 
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Chisinau 
 

The team flung themselves into seven different events on the first day, two events for Pensioners, a 

Women’s and a Youth breakfast, a dinner for people engaged in the Medical profession, a Couples 

Dinner and finally a Dinner for Police, Armed Forces and Fire Department professionals. Brett Butcher, 

Reid’s Director, was involved as well in the preaching, and with very good result. Russian and 

Romanian are the two main languages of Moldova and Florentin Clipa and Ruslan did a great job 

interpreting for the evangelists when no-one suitable was available locally. 

 
Friday 14th October, saw no lessening up as the team continued to 

make full proof of the marvellous opportunities that had been created 

for them, two of which were visits to share the gospel in two prisons in 

the city. These are always heart-breaking as one thinks about the 

separation of these men from their families, and from the many 

privileges that are the norm for people not interred. It was of course 

hugely consoling to see so many commit their lives to the one who said 

he had “ come to set the prisoners free!” and also to hear the 

testimonies of those who had organised for the team to visit – many of them 

had served  time themselves and all of them have a weekly opportunity to 

minister to the prisoners and very happily build on the new beginnings that took 

place as they share the Bible weekly – the team, who have very little substance, 

travel a long distance every week to fulfil their ministries and it was a humbling 

privilege to serve alongside of them 

The prison events were followed by another Couples and Ladies events and as 

well was a lunch for Disabled People and a Dinner for Deaf People – a real joy 

to be so diversified, reaching to many segments of a needy society with the 

answer for everyone as delivered by these professional evangelists. 

 

Next day, Saturday 15th October was even more diverse and absolutely hectic, and we 

praise the Lord for the immense flexibility of this model where children, men, ladies, 

teenagers, elderly, couples and even sports people were reached – eleven events in one 

day is amazing and what great teamwork was shown with a terrific amount of 

background activity being done by the directing team so as to enable the preaching to be 

done well, at eight different venues.  
 

Sunday 16th October, saw half the team depart from Chisinau to be driven by Florentin to 

Balti, 140 kilometres North of Chisinau, to get the Balti Section of the Mission started. 

Reid remained in Chisinau and was privileged to speak in the largest church in Moldova, 

Jesus Savior Baptist, the church that helped launch LPA activities in Moldova in 2002, the church of blessed brother 

Vitalie Fedula (that has as well Ion Miron, Moldovan President of the Baptist Union and Bishop of Moldova) on its staff, 

and church that did nine events in the mission. This church decided to distribute thousands of invitations to visit for this 

service, planning for it to be evangelistic, and Reid was encouraged to give a Gospel invitation – more than a hundred 

people responded! – praise God!  

Totally intriguing on the opposite end of the spectrum, after the service Reid shared at a lunch that was planned just a 

week before, the new fledgling Agape church having accepted Ruslan’s offer of a “spare” event, and Lord brought 

conversion to 50% of the guests that were invited at virtually the very last moment. Reid preached in the large Russian 

speaking church Betel, and rounded off a great day with a good event for students at the Light to the World church. The 

Senior pastor of this progressive church, Vladimir Ubeivoic, was another stalwart in putting this very excellent outreach 

together with many events, all well attended. Mention should be made as well of Ruslan’s church and its pastor, Nicolai 

Vozian who organised a brilliant event for 320 poor people, and of Vitalie Pupazan, co-ordinator for the Metanoia church. 

 

Meanwhile in faraway Balti Richard Hamlet was joined by Seth Buechley, who had flown in 

the night before. Seth, new to the European Office team, is a businessman with the heart of 

an evangelist, a compassion for the lost and the Lord has anointed him to preach the gospel 

excellently and to reach “the man on the street” very easily, an absolutely invaluable asset in 

this type of evangelism. 
 

Seth’s first event very appropriately was an oversubscribed Business Dinner in the posh Lido 

Hotel Restaurant, and he like Richard Hamlet was well received by the very discriminating 

pastors of Balti who set very high standards, having themselves many qualifications, but more 

importantly having large churches that have been in place for many years. Richard’s event 

earlier in the day, had been a very good Medical Dinner, directed by Brett Butcher and 

Florentin who had interpreted for Richard at the first event where 110 guests arrived to the joy of the organisers. 
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Monday 17th  October saw the team re-united as Reid and John travelled with Ruslan Stanga from 

Chisinau to Balti to immediately get involved in the six events of the day in various restaurants and 

church buildings – again events were delivered in two languages so that there was an event in each 

language for Seniors, Youth and Couples with really good attendance levels and massive response 

levels with Seth, Reid, and  Richard, setting up the “grand finale” day of Tuesday 18th October where 

the team excelled by doing yet another six events. Over the two days, events were held for Poor People, 

partially sighted persons, deaf folks, ladies and a culminating Teachers Dinner done by Richard hosting 

110 teachers (on a week-night!) 

 

One of several highlights of this day was Ginger speaking to 130 ladies in the magnificent “Ark “Church 

and a huge percentage of the ladies responding to the invitation.  

 

Straight after the event for Blind People, Reid and Brett jumped into Florentin’s car and set off to cross 

three borders,, Moldova, Romania and Ukraine, as they headed off on a 200 kilometre journey that 

would take three hours to drive and three hours to cross borders – praise God the Lord opened both 

the roads and more particularly, the customs offices, so that the team arrived early enough in 

Cernauti, called in Russian Chernivtsi, a city in South Western Ukraine of some 260,000 people, some Romanian 

speaking, but mostly Russian speaking 

 

Wednesday 19th October, whilst Reid, Brett and Florentin 

were in the Ukraine, the mission in Moldova was continuing, 

relocating on this day to the Country Districts of Moldova, 

South of the capital Chisinau, and Richard, Ginger, Seth, 

John and Ruslan travelled to the extremely poor village of 

Cainari – here, labouring for the cause of Christ is young 

pastor Victor Pascaru, who amazingly developed two fairly 

large sized events for the team and also a service for some 

disabled people. 

Richard and Seth shared the events and rejoiced to be used of the Lord to bring life and hope to this “hopeless” village 

and also to encourage a young pastor who was absolutely delighted with the results and will no doubt put his back and 

shoulder into the follow up to build his small church. 

 

Thursday 20th October saw a sad farewell to Richard and Ginger, as they made their way to the airport 

whilst the rest of the team were driving 100 kilometres from Chisinau to Causeni for three events in this 

small town, once a town of 90,000 people, but now due to poverty and the huge exodus from Moldova of 

people leaving the country to find employment in Europe, almost a “ghost” town. 

 

In this town we met another Kingdom character – Iuri Antioc, young Baptist pastor who had  invited an 

old age home to come to an event to supplement a Youth event and a Family supper, 

all on a week-day – to everyone’s amazement, 80 people attended the lunch for the 

elderly, 60 came to the Youth event and 85 to the Family Dinner!  
 

Seth experienced a shock at 

discovering that his audience 

from the Old Aged Home were 

hugely resistant to his invitation 

to them to pray – it was 

explained to him that the 

Orthodox priests in small towns 

influence old people to believe 

that all evangelicals try to get 

them to join a sect – Seth handled it well, and Lord rewarded him with a couple of amazingly successful events following. 

 

Seth is a fantastic fellow, intelligent, smart, friendly a good orator, but has a humble spirit and a serving heart with a 

desire to serve Christ by sharing him with others – we trust we will be able to work with him again in the near future – 

what a great team man!    

 

Friday 21st October saw Seth depart from Chisinau airport, and in faraway Suceava, Romania, Reid and Brett too were 

embarking on their first flights to take them back to America, and this magnificent mission had come to an end, but this 

report would be far from complete without sharing the huge excitement of two days in the Ukraine  
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CERNAUTI  / CHERNIVTSI  was an Evangelist’s dream-come-

true – frightfully busy with seven events packed into two days, and with 

a long  night time border crossing at the end of it, and the prospect of 

just a few hours’ sleep before embarking on multiple flights starting 

04.00 the next morning………but our team of Reid, Brett and Florentin 

were physically up to the rigours, and more 

importantly, coming on the back of forty events 

already completed in Moldova, the team were ready 

spiritually for the enormous task of sharing the 

gospel in two languages in many venues, to 1200 

people,  

Our thanks are gratefully extended to Vasea Partica, General Co-ordinator 

supreme and his fantastic team in Cernauti for putting together such a great 

outreach, and for working so well with Florentin Clipa who spent much time 

together with Vasea and team developing the programme and details 
 

The Gospel was heard by 5500 people, 2750 of which were guests of the believers from churches and of these, 1731 

people had indicated they had prayed a prayer of repentance and had given their lives to Jesus Christ!  - 1250 of these 

indicated willingness to attend a discipleship course, and 1100 requested to be given more information All the 

churches have asked to do this again next year & Cernauti wants a five-day Mission    –    HALLELUJAH!   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


